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Other
Considerations

Comments/Notes

AIBA Technical
Rules 2.2.1.4
Change of
Nationality

All Boxers need to be aware of the AIBA
Nationality rules as follows;
2.2.1.4.1 If a boxer wishes to change his nationality,
this Boxer can enter any AIBA Competition as a
participant of the changed National Federation after
two (2) years from this Boxers Change of nationality.
2.2.1.4.2 If a Boxer having represented one National
Federation in any AIBA Competition is also a National
of two or more countries simultaneously, this Boxer
must select only one Federation to enter AIBA
Competitions. In this case, once the Boxer selects
one National Federation, tis Boxer must not enter
any AIBA Competition as a participant of the changed
Federation for two (2) years.
IN SUMMARY WHEN A NORTHERN IRELAND CITIZEN
CHOOSES TO BOX AT AN INTERNATIONAL LEVEL THEY
MUST CONSIDER THAT IF HE/SHE CHANGES THEIR
MIND LATER THEY WILL HAVE A STAND OUT CLAUSE
OF 2 YEARS WHERE THEY CANNOT BOX IN AIBA
COMPETITIONS.

CENTRALISED
HIGH
PERFORMANCE
SYSTEMS

Whichever national federation a Boxer from Northern
Ireland chooses to represent, they should consider
the time, commitment and financial costs attributed
with each system.
The current High Performance System is a centralised
programme that runs from a centralised base in
Dublin and boxers currently live and train in Dublin
up to 5 days a week and more for intensive training
camps.
The Current Team GB Performance Programme is a
centralised programme based in Sheffield and Team
GB Boxers currently live and train in Sheffield up to 5
days a week and more for intensive training camps.

COMMONWEALTH
GAMES

It is important that all Boxers from Northern Ireland
are aware that whichever national federation a
Boxer from Northern Ireland chooses to represent,
they will still be able to box for Northern Ireland
at the Commonwealth Games. For the purposes of
Commonwealth Games Northern Ireland is created
as a special entity and so a Northern Irish Boxer can
still fight for either Ireland or GB at the Olympics but
retain the right to fight for Northern Ireland at the
Commonwealth Games if they so desire.

PATHWAYS TO BECOME AN
INTERNATIONAL BOXER
WITHIN NORTHERN IRELAND

YOUR SPORTING CAREER

YOUR IDENTITY

YOUR CHOICE

If you wish to discuss any information
outlined in this leaflet or require further
details, please contact the following person;
Clare McAuley
Operations Manager (Ulster)
Irish Athletic Boxing Association
C/o House of Sport
2a Upper Malone Road
Belfast
BT9 5LA
email: clare@iaba.ie

YOUR SPORTING CAREER

YOUR IDENTITY

YOUR CHOICE

Telephone: 028 90 383224

Supported by

INTRODUCTION- THE NORTHERN IRELAND ACT 1998.
Within Northern Ireland all citizens have the following birth right;
“It is the birth right of all the people of Northern Ireland to identify
themselves . . . as Irish or British, or both, as they may so choose, and
accordingly . . . to hold both British and Irish citizenship.”
This internationally recognised agreement called the Belfast Agreement
is encompassed in legislation through the Northern Ireland Act 1998, it
allows the citizens within Northern Ireland to choose their identity and
subsequently hold either a British or Irish passport or both if desired.
SPORTING LANDSCAPE IN NORTHERN IRELAND.
The Northern Ireland Act 1998 impacts on every area of life in
Northern Ireland and sport is not immune, however the Sporting
Landscape within Northern Ireland is very complex and diverse. We
have a combination of Governing Bodies within Northern Ireland;
All Island bodies, British bodies and Northern Ireland bodies who all
affiliate directly to either a European or an international federation.
Subsequently the sporting pathways for athletes differ depending on
the sport you play and its governing structure.
THE BOXING LANDSCAPE IN IRELAND AND THE UK
The Governing structure within Northern Ireland for Boxing is through
the All Island Governing Body of the Irish Athletic Boxing Association
(IABA), whom governs in the two jurisdictions of the Republic of Ireland
and Northern Ireland.
The Governing Structure for Boxing in Britain is through the three home
nations National Governing Bodies (NGB’s) of England Boxing, Boxing
Scotland, Boxing Wales and then for the purposes of the Olympics’ they
are then represented as British Amateur Boxing or GB Boxing.
BOXINGS COMMITMENT TO THE NORTHERN IRELAND ACT.
All Governing Bodies in the UK and Ireland have a duty to honour this
international agreement which both the British and Irish Governments
have signed up to. To honour this agreement we must allow the people
of Northern Ireland personal choice to identify themselves as British,
Irish or both. Allowing personal choice however is not enough to
ensure compliance with the legislation we also have a duty to promote
the right of an athlete in Northern Ireland to fight for Great Britain as
well as Ireland. In trying to fulfil this duty the IABA worked with all the
NGBS of Boxing within the UK who provided guidance and support in a
bid to collectively aid the production this leaflet.

This Leaflet outlines all routes within the UK and Ireland for any boxer
within Northern Ireland to become an international boxer. The IABA
wants to ensure that any boxer within Northern Ireland can make an
informed decision regards their potential boxing career and ultimately
they can choose which nation they would like to represent.
HOW TO BECOME AN INTERNATIONAL BOXER FOR IRELAND
Stages on Route to
fight for Ireland

Comments/Notes

Stage 1
Affiliate to a Boxing
Club on the Island
of Ireland

Affiliation Regulations
To affiliate to fight within the Irish Boxing system, all
boxers must affiliate through a local Club. There are
no Affiliation requirements stopping any boxers from
outside the Island of Ireland affiliating to a local Club.
The Club must be affiliated to the Irish Athletic Boxing
Association (IABA).

Stage 2
Enter Irish National
Championship
Event(s)

Competition Rules and Eligibility Requirements
for the Irish Championships
Open to any competitor born in Ireland or to any
competitor one of whose parent(s) was born in
Ireland or to any competitor residing in Ireland 12
Months before the date of the Irish championships.
Generally, a boxer must win the championship event
to progress within the Irish High Performance System
and to be considered as eligible for the Irish High
Performance Programme

Stage 3
Representation for
Ireland Country
at International
Competitions and
Events

AIBA Technical Rule- No 2.2.1.3- Nationality
Any Boxer who is selected to compete for Ireland
must satisfy the AIBA Membership & Eligibility
regulations regards nationality as detailed in the AIBA
Technical Rule No2.2.1.3;

HOW TO BECOME AN INTERNATIONAL BOXER FOR TEAM GB
Stages on
Route to fight
for Team GB in
the Olympics

Comments/Notes

Stage 1
Affiliate to a
Boxing Club
in Mainland
Britain

Affiliation Regulations
All boxers must affiliate to a club in either England, Scotland or
Wales. There are no affiliation requirements stopping any boxers
from outside the home nation affiliating to a local club. The Clubs
must however be affiliated to the recognised NGB of either England
Boxing, Boxing Scotland and Welsh Boxing.

Stage 2
Entry to
English, Welsh
and Scottish
National
Championship
Event(s)

Competition Rules and Eligibility Requirements for the
Championships
(a) English Championships
Boxers must affiliate to an English Club and they must have boxed a
minimum of 2 bouts before they can enter the English championships.
(b) Welsh Championships
Boxers must affiliate to a Welsh Club and must be resident in Wales for a
minimum of 24 months before the championship.
(c) Scottish Championships
Boxers must affiliate to a Scottish Club, there are no championship
regulations around entry other than being member of a Scottish club.
Generally, a boxer must win the championship event to progress within
the home nations own performance system and show evidence of
competing for their country to be considered as eligible for the team GB.

Stage 3
Representation
for the Home
Nation Country
at International
Competitions
and Events

AIBA Technical Rule- No 2.2.1.3- Nationality
Any Boxer who is selected to compete for England, Scotland or
Wales must satisfy the AIBA Membership & Eligibility regulations
regards nationality as detailed in the AIBA Technical Rule
No2.2.1.3;
Nationality shall be confirmed by the Boxers Passport. When
the Nationality is in question AIBA has the right to request the
following documents as proof:
Birth Certificate
Citizen Identity Papers
National Identity Document
Confirmation from the National Organising Committee.
For a Boxer from Northern Ireland, this means once they win
the championship in England, Scotland or Wales that they may
represent them now at international events and if they do so at an
AIBA event, they need to consider AIBA rule 2 around change of
nationality an a two (2) year stand out.

Stage 4
Entry to GB
Programme

Entry to the Team GB Programme is dependent on several factors
as follows:
• To have been successful in their home nation’s National
Championships
• To have some experience of boxing for their home nation
internationally at junior and/or senior level
• To have been through an assessment with the GB Boxing
coaches at its training base in Sheffield and demonstrated the
capabilities to become a full-time GB Boxer

Nationality shall be confirmed by the Boxers Passport.
When the Nationality is in question AIBA has the right
to request the following documents as proof:
• Birth Certificate
• Citizen Identity Papers
• National Identity Document
• Confirmation from the National Organising
Committee.
For a Boxer from Northern Ireland, this means once
they win the championship in Ireland that they may
represent Ireland at international events. Subsequently
if they compete internationally at an AIBA event, they
need to be aware of the AIBA eligibility rule 2 around
change of nationality and the two (2) year compulsory
stand out clause if they choose to change nationality
after competing internationally .

If a boxer successfully passes the selection processes outlined above
and is offered a place on a Team GB squad, they will gain entry to
either; (a)The Podium Squad or (B) The Podium Potential Squad.

